GRAND PRIX
(Cynodon dactylon)

WHY CHOOSE GRAND PRIX

• High quality and density, medium to fine leaf textured turf
• Exceptionally soft and spongy under foot
• Dark green colour
• Strong root growth
• Hard wearing surface all year round

ABOUT THIS TURF

Grand Prix is top rated for wear tolerance compared to other couches on the market. Grand Prix was ranked in the top 2 varieties trialled by the former Redlands Turf Research team for wear tolerance.

Grand Prix is one of the few Couch varieties that can handle wear and some shade at the same time. This is why it is used on high profile sporting fields like the MCG.

Once Grand Prix is established it requires less water than some other varieties. In 2015, Grand Prix was planted on the course proper of the Townsville Racetrack where water is a highly valued commodity and a change was required to move away from kikuyu grass.

Weed control requirements are minimal due to the dense habit and it does not require much watering to maintain a lush green appearance. Grand Prix produces low seed head numbers and can be mown at a height of 15-20mm.